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1. For Free Standing Riveted Base: The bottom section has two rotatable base plates each attached with a rivet. Twist base out to be perpendicular to the frame. Use the LONG knob 
provided to come down through the bottom extrusion into the base. If the knob doesn’t fi nd the threads in the base, move the base slightly left/right applying light pressure 
twisting the knob until it fi nds the thread, then tighten fully. Repeat for second base.
For Free Standing Non-riveted base: Find the bottom frame section with 3 holes at each end. Place bases in line with the 2 inner holes at each end of the extrusion. Use the LONG 
knobs provided to come down through the bottom extrusion into the threaded holes of bases.

2. Install the small aluminum L-bracket AND the steel bent L-bracket onto the bottom frame section, as shown below. Install the brackets loosely, do not fully tighten the knobs.
3. Find the side frame sections. Attach those frame sections to the bottom section from step 1 using the SHORT knobs provided. Place the ‘U’ section of the steel L-bracket from step 2 

onto the outside of the frame side, and the aluminum L-bracket from step 2 on the inside of the frame side. Secure with SHORT knobs through the steel L brackets into the threaded 
holes of aluminum L- brackets. Make sure corners are lined up nicely, then tighten all knobs, but do not fully tighten.

4. Insert the small aluminum corner brackets into each end of the top frame section. Align the hole at the ends of the frame with the threaded hole in the corner brackets. Use the 
SHORT knobs provided to secure the brackets in place.

5. Attach the top frame section, to the frame sides by aligning the brackets with the holes of the frame sides, using the SHORT knobs provided, as shown below. Fully tighten all knobs.
6. To install the graphic, take the corner with the pull tag on it and press about 6”-10” of silicone into the frame channel corner A. Repeat for the opposite corner B. Repeat for the next 

corner C. Lastly, repeat for the fi nal corner D.
7. After all corners are pressed in, press the silicone into the frame channel at the mid-points on all four sides.
8. Press silicone into frame evenly between the corner and midpoints. This prevents the graphic from bunching up or stretching too much and will ensure a smooth and tight fi t. 

Repeat steps 6-8 on the second side.
9. To remove the graphic from the frame, simply pull up on the pull tag.
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Wall Mounting and Ceiling Hung Models
1. Find the bottom section. Install the small aluminum L bracket into the bottom frame section, as shown below. Install the brackets loosely, do not fully tighten the knobs.
2. Find the side frame sections. Attach the frame side sections to the bottom section, by placing the frame sides over the brackets on the bottom section, align the threaded 

holes of the bracket with the holes of the side sections, and use the knobs provided, to secure the side sections to the bottom section, then tighten all knobs, but do not 
fully tighten.

3. Insert the small aluminum corner brackets into each end of the top frame section. Align the hole at the ends of the frame with the threaded hole in the corner brackets. 
Use the knobs provided to secure the brackets in place.

4. Attach the top frame section, to the frame sides by aligning the brackets with the holes of the frame sides, using the knobs provided, as shown below. Fully tighten all 
knobs.

5. FOR WALL MOUNTING ONLY: Use screws and anchors appropriate to your wall surface to mount. Install mounting brackets to wall for top frame section. Place frame over 
those mounting brackets, then secure with additional mounting brackets for the sides.

6. To install the graphic, take the corner with the pull tag on it and press about 6”-10” of silicone into the frame channel corner A. Repeat for the opposite corner B. Repeat for 
the next corner C. Lastly, repeat for the fi nal corner D.

7. After all corners are pressed in, press the silicone into the frame channel at the mid-points on all four sides.
8. Press silicone into frame evenly between the corner and midpoints. This prevents the graphic from bunching up or stretching too much and will ensure a smooth and 

tight fi t. IF APPLICABLE: Repeat steps 6-8 on the second side
9. To remove the graphic from the frame, simply pull up on the pull tag.

10. FOR CEILING HUNG ONLY: Use appropriate cables/wires and ceiling clips/anchors appropriate to the application to hang the frame from the eye bolts provided.
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